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GENUINE UAZ PICKUP 
ACCESSORIES
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BENEFITS  
OF GENUINE
ACCESSORIES

Quality,  
reliability 
and safety
The quality of automotive parts is critical to the 
personal safety of the driver and passengers. 
Genuine accessories from the manufacturer 
are in full compliance with modern technical 
requirements, and their durability and reliability 
have been confirmed by thorough field testing. 

The product options offered are not included in the base-model UAZ, so adding them can lead to changes in the vehicle design and 
require a certificate proving that the vehicle conforms to the modification requirements set forth in applicable technical regulations 
for proper operation. All liability and responsibility for changes in vehicle modifications shall be borne by the owners, including, but 
not limited to: obligation to verify compliance of the design modification with the requirements of applicable technical regulations, 
test results, safety of the modified vehicle and state registration of the vehicle after modifications of its design.  
For your convenience, the products that may alter the vehicle’s structure and performance are indicated with an asterisk [*]  
in the catalogue.   

UAZ’s unique 
innovations

True professionalism is based on the ability 
to invent and manufacture unique products. 
Introducing original ideas that improve on and 
perfect vehicle design features is an integral part 
of the work of each UAZ specialist.
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Design 
and functionality

UAZ engineers and designers know that even 
the most miniscule accessory can provide great 
opportunities and a high level of functionality. 
We suggest that you try a combination of rugged 
upgrades for UAZ off-road vehicles and high-tech 
options of the future. 

Warranty
obligations

UAZ Pickup genuine accessories are of the highest 
quality and have proven reliability. It is important 
for all UAZ upgrades to function flawlessly, so we 
extend our own guarantee and duly fulfill all service 
obligations.
 

Attractive 
prices

Auto accessories produced by the manufacturer 
are of the highest level of reliability, guaranteeing 
both high quality and affordable prices. Why pay 
more if the optimal choice is original upgrades?

THE SPIRIT OF FREEDOM
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UAZ has proven that a rugged vehicle built specially 
for off-road driving can still be comfortable and 
convenient. With UAZ genuine accessories, you can 
create your own personalized space, selecting only 
the customizations that meet your tastes, from the 
type of upholstery to the texture of floor mats.  

INTERIOR

Your comfort zone
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SEAT COVERS  
Eco-leather is a hypoallergenic breathable material that 
offers all the benefits of genuine leather with none of its 
drawbacks. Visually, eco-leather is indistinguishable from 
natural leather. Seat upholstery made from eco-leather 
is characterized by high wear resistance, can withstand 
temperature extremes, is pleasant to the touch and 
contains no harmful chemicals. The covers are made 
specifically for the contours of the UAZ Pickup seat.  
The kit includes covers for: 2 front seats (top and bottom) 
2 front headrests, separate upper rear seats, 1 rear armrest, 
separate lower rear seats and 3 rear headrests.

316300-4735002-00

OVERHEAD CONSOLE
Genuine console with two brackets for attachment to 
the ceiling helps organize the space in the passenger 
compartment: a document tray, an interior light and an 
eyeglass case will be useful for any road trip; a convenient 
location for a radio and 12V socket will also come in handy 
for extended journeys. 

316300-4740000-00

1

22

1
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ALL-WEATHER 
FLOOR MATS
All-weather floor mats serve 
several important functions: 
they protect the interior from 
dirt and moisture, are easy 
to clean and also protect 
the car from rust and decay. 
Our interior protection was 
specially designed to minimize 
mud and water flow along 
the surface of the mat, 
thus preventing spillover. 
Regardless of which muddy 
path you have walked, the 
mat depth will be enough  
to prevent large volumes  
of liquid from saturating  
the interior, keeping it dry 
and clean.  

316300-4728006-00

INTERIOR

4

3

4

CARGO MAT
A special mat helps protect 
the truck bed from any wear 
and tear that may occur 
when transporting cargo, 
which is especially important 
for off-road vehicles, where 
the bed is used to the fullest. 

236000-4728001-00

3
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GENUINE WOOD INTERIOR TRIM SET
Genuine wood and leather integrated tastefully in the interior trim indicate the high status 
of the vehicle and its owner. Decorative elements made of genuine wood refine the vehicle 
interior to make it cozier and more luxurious. The kit includes: instrument panel covers, 
door panels, gear handles, steering wheel with genuine leather upholstery and glossy 
inserts made of solid fine wood.

316300-4715016-00

5

5
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INTERIOR CARBON TRIM KIT
Off-road vehicles get their carbon fiber elements from sports cars: both light  
and strong, they’re perfectly suited to be used in a vehicle’s interior to make it more 
attractive and stylish.   

316300-4715017-00

6

6
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To better emphasize the concise and aggressive 
lines of the UAZ Pickup, we went with a trusted 
traditional approach: the addition of a number  
of external upgrades to make the vehicle a more 
vivid reflection of your lifestyle.

EXTERIOR

Vehicles  
as a way of life
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WINDOW DEFLECTORS 
Window deflectors protect the interior from drafts, noise, 
rain and road dust. In addition, rain guards enhance exterior 
appearance. With deflectors, the vehicle’s exterior lines 
become more harmonious.

316300-4727003-00

HOOD DEFLECTOR
Protective hood deflectors preserve the paintwork, hood 
and windshield from flying debris such as insects, gravel, 
sand and dust, which strike the vehicle when bouncing from 
other automobiles or rough road terrain.

316300-4727005-00

1

2

1

2



TUBE GUARDS
If the Pickup is being used as a work horse for 
transporting cargo, tube guards are the ultimate 
accessory. They protect the cabin from being 
damaged by cargo shifting during sharp turns, 
or in the case of a sudden stop, and absorb the 
entire force of impact. It is much easier to simply 
replace them than to repair part of the body. 
They also allow fixing cargo securely. If your 
Pickup is used for more than just transporting 
cargo, the tubes are a great customizable 
element that gives it a more aggressive and 
powerful appearance.

316300-4715042-00

3

3

EXTERIOR

15
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CORNER SPOILER GUARDS
Corner spoiler guards made of stainless steel are mounted 
to the rear bumper and do not require drilling for installation. 
This is a small part which both protects the bumper and 
provides an attractive addition to the car on the road.

316300-4715037-00
Ø 76

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS 
Side protection runners are made of high-quality polished 
stainless steel. They provide reliable protection for the side 
threshold from stumps, boulders and stones.

316300-4715021-00  
Ø 42 

4

5

4

5



MUD FLAPS
Mud flaps are custom designed for the measurements 
of your vehicle and are practical and easy to install. They 
protect the car body from chips and dirt both in urban 
environments and off-road.

316000-8404421-00  (REAR LEFT)
316000-8404420-00 (REAR RIGHT)
316300-8404321-00  (FRONT LEFT)
316300-8404320-00  (FRONT RIGHT)

FRONT BUMPER GUARD D76*
The front bumper guard: this is what safety looks like in an urban environment and 
off-road. The guard bar is made of high quality durable steel and attaches directly 
to the front bumper.

316300-4715020-00

76

6 7

EXTERIOR

17
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A sure way to give the vehicle 
some additional “muscle” 
is by installing original 
alloy wheels designed for 
the UAZ Pickup. They are 
perfectly in tune with the 
overall appearance of the 
car and optimally match 
its parameters. Besides 
their bold appearance, the 
wheels maintain the vehicle’s 
reliability after hitting 
potholes and other road 
hazards. The alloy wheels 
create a perfect shape and 
their lightweight construction 
helps improve the car’s 
handling.

10

10

ALLOY WHEEL R18 KALAHARI 
10-spoke wheel
Color: silver
Wheel: 7J x 18 H2 ET 35
Tire: 245/60 R18 

316300-3101015-20 
316300-3102010-10 (wheel center cap)
000100-0032770-01 (2 bolts)

8

ALLOY 
WHEEL NUT

316300-3101040-70 

9

WHEEL 
CENTER 
CAPS BOLTS

000100-0032770-01 

10

8

9



ALLOY WHEEL 
R18 SAHARA
10-spoke wheel 
Color: silver
Wheel: 7J x 18 H2 ET 35
Tire: 245/60 R18

316300-3101015-21

11

11

WHEEL 
CENTER 
CAP SAHARA

316300-3102010-20

12

12

EXTERIOR
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ALLOY WHEEL R16

5-spoke wheel  
Color: silver  
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35  
Tire: 235/70 R16; 245/70 R16

236300-3101015-10

ALLOY WHEEL R16 
DIAMOND 

10-spoke wheel
Color: black with a diamond cut finish
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35
Tire: 235/70 R16; 245/70 R16

316300-3101015-72

R16 DIAMOND  
WHEEL 
CENTER CAP

316300-3102010-72

1514

1513

13

14



STAMPED STEEL 
WHEEL R16

Stamped wheel  
Color: grey
Wheel: 1/2 J x 16 H2 ET 40  
Tire: 235/70 R16; 245/70 R16 

316220-3101015-06

ALLOY  
WHEEL R16

10-spoke wheel 
Color: silver 
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35 
Tire: 235/70 R16;  
245/70 R16

316300-3101015-10

WHEEL CENTER 
CAP R16 

316300-3102010-10

STAMPED WHEEL 
CENTER CAP 

316200-3102100-01

1917

18

1916

16

EXTERIOR
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A new world   
full of adventure

Accessories specially designed for cargo 
transportation eliminate inconveniences 
associated with no matter what you’re hauling: 
from bikes and boats, to more modern favorites 
like motorcycles and 4-wheelers.

TRANSPORTATION
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1

1

TRANSPORTATION

TOW BAR* 
The tow bar is designed for coupling the car with a trailer. 
This product was specifically designed for particular 
models of UAZ vehicles, taking into account all relevant 
design features and load capacity.

316300-4723045-00

25
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Enough space  
for everythingyou need 

to reach the top
Hard tops are an excellent way to expand your 
Pickup’s functionality. Body superstructures 
are most popular and useful among campers, 
fishermen, hunters, and off-road and cross-country 
enthusiasts. But it can also come in handy  
if you want to take your pet on a trip while keeping 
the interior of your vehicle clean. 

HARD TOPS
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CARGO HARD TOP
Hard top̀ s design provides cargo with reliable protection 
from environmental factors like dust, dirt, snow, rain, sun 
and wind. It also adds a finished look to the vehicle and 
gives it a more distinctive appearance. 

236300-5701212-13

1

1

Black  
metallic

Brown 
metallic

Dark grey 
metallic

Dark green 
metallic

Silver 
metallic

Cargo hard tops and 
lids are available in the 
following colors:

White  
metallic



CARGO TONNEAU COVERS
Cargo tonneau covers are one of the most popular accessories for Pickups, as they protect cargo from theft and keep  
out the unwanted looks of bypassers.

236300-8514020-00

CARGO TONNEAU COVER  
INSTALLATION KIT

236300-8514606-00

2 3

2

HARD TOPS

29
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A vehicle is not just a means of transport,  
but also a channel through which we can 
experience the world. In the 21st century,  
a road trip is inconceivable without a convenient 
multimedia system at your fingertips. Movies, 
music, internet, video surveillance, navigation — 
with UAZ, all of this is available anywhere  
at any time.

MULTIMEDIA

 Onwards to a future  
without boundaries
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2DIN MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
WITH NAVIGATION
Long off-road trips and urban traffic jams — everything 
becomes more enjoyable with a multi-functional 
multimedia system with SD, USB port and 2DIN  
(with preinstalled Navitel software). 

316300-7901020-70 (2016 and later)
316300-7901020-50 (before 2016)

2DIN MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
                                            
It is easy to be in the catbird seat: 2DIN radio with 
integrated USB ports will not let you miss the latest  
news or get lost along the way.

316300-7901020-80 (2016 and later)
316300-7901020-40 (before 2016)

1 2

2

MULTIMEDIA
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ANTENNA
You need an antenna when you want to hear not only the sound of the engine, but also your 
favorite radio station. When choosing a passive antenna (e.g., pin), it is recommended that you 
also purchase a signal amplifier. The antenna is installed on the roof in the rear of the vehicle 
and can be easily removed when necessary, with the hole being plugged.

316300-7903030-00

REAR VIEW CAMERA
The camera sends the image from behind the car to a video monitor in the cabin. This is useful 
for a broad clear view to back up safely in tight urban environments or in areas with obstacles. 

316300-3775010-00

3

4

3

4



SPEAKERS
For connoisseurs of sound: 
speakers for rear doors  
(left and right) will fill the car 
interior with your favorite music, 
creating a pleasant atmosphere  
on the journey for the driver  
and passengers.

316300-7909030-00
316300-7909020-10
316300-7909020-20 (HF)
316300-7909021-20 (HF)

5

5

MULTIMEDIA
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Your vehicle is like your second fortress apart from 
home. We took into account everything we could to 
deter thieves, making sure they don’t have any way 
of breaking into your vehicle. Whether parked or on 
the open road, you can always feel safe. What could 
be more important than that? 

SECURITY

Nothing but  
unshakeable  
confidence
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CHILD RESTRAINT SYSTEM*
The FAST system is designed for driving with children 
weighing between 9 and 36 kilograms.
The FAST child restraint system comes equipped with 
standard 3-point seat belts and is designed to minimise 
a child’s risk of injury in case of a crash or emergency 
stop. The easy-to-install and remove FAST system can be 
securely fixed on standard seat belts and does not impact 
their proper operation. Advantages of the FAST restraint 
system:
- compact and lightweight design,
- easy to use,
- robustness and safety proven in tests,
- flexibility (can be installed on both the front and rear seats).  

000000-4740001-00

The FAST child restraint systems (model 1541.8217010) are produced  
in accordance with Customs Union Technical Regulation TR TS 018/2011 
«On Wheeled Motor Vehicle Safety» approved by Decision of the Customs 
Union Commission No. 877 dated 09.12.2011. The certificate was issued 
under the authority of the message on the official type No. E7 44R-040802 
dated 28.08.2008, issued by the Ministry of Transport of Hungary. Quality 
management system certificate of compliance with ISO 9001:2008 
standards No. 01 100 1321812 is issued by TUV Rheinland Cert GmbH.

SECURITY

The State Traffic 
Safety Inspectorate 

recommends 
Security

Lightweight  
design

Ease of use

Flexibility

Age Weight

39
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2

4

3

2

SCHER-KHAN SERVICE EQUIPMENT
A standard immobilizer bypass module ensures easy installation of the engine remote start system on vehicles with RFID 
(Radio Frequency Identification).

ВР-2 000000-4731064-00 Standard immobilizer bypass module                
ВР-3 000000-4731065-00 Standard immobilizer bypass module                
Mobicar M1 000000-4731110-00 Relay module for SCHER-KHAN Mobicar (for automatic engine start with  
  a mechanical ignition switch) 

SCHER-KHAN UNIVERSE TELEMATIC SECURITY SYSTEMS
Precise vehicle positioning, limitless warning and control range and the opportunity to use remote diagnostic data, look 
through a detailed trip history and use free online and offline services.

UNIVERSE 1 000000-4731050-00 2CAN+KLINE, GPS+GLONASS+GSM+GPRS, 3D sensor, smartphone app. 
UNIVERSE 3 000000-4731111-00 2CAN+KLINE, GPS+GLONASS+GSM+GPRS, 3D sensor, 2,4 MHz, automatic engine start,  
  smartphone app. 

3

SCHER-KHAN CAR ALARM SYSTEMS
Multistage security system reflecting various threats: from radioelectronic hacking to situations when the ignition key and key 
fob are stolen. Secure two-way communication, owner’s comfort and a unique emergency breaking warning function.

MAGICAR 7  000000-4731056-00 Magic Code Pro 2, automatic engine start, communication range up to 2,000 m 
MAGICAR 12 000000-4731053-00 CAN+KLINE, Magic Code Pro 3, automatic engine start option, communication range up  
  to 2,000 m
MAGICAR 13 000000-4731054-00 CAN+KLINE, Magic Code Pro 4, 868 MHz, automatic engine start, digital sensor,    
  communication range up to 3,000 m
MAGICAR 14  000000-4731055-00 CAN+KLINE, Magic Code Pro 4, 868 MHz, digital sensor, communication range up to 3,000 m 
LOGICAR 1 000000-4731058-00 Magic Code Pro 2, automatic engine start option, communication range up to 1,500 m 
LOGICAR 5i 000000-4731060-00 CAN+KLINE, Magic Code Pro 3, automatic engine start option, communication range up  
  to 1,500 m
LOGICAR 6i 000000-4731061-00 CAN+KLINE, Magic Code Pro 3, automatic engine start, communication range up to 1,500 m 
MOBICAR 1 000000-4731108-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE, automatic engine start, 868 MHz, 3D sensor (impact, tilt and movement)
MOBICAR 2  000000-4731109-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE, automatic engine start, 868 MHz, 3D sensor (impact, tilt and movement),   
  Bluetooth, smartphone app.



5 STARLINE CAR  
ALARM SYSTEMS 
These alarm systems feature an impossible to scan 
dialogue control code, impact-resistant control key fob, 
and 128-channel noise free transceiver with an alarm 
range up to 2,000 m.

000000-4731089-00 A63 eco    
000000-4731088-00  A63
000000-4731087-00 E63 
000000-4731086-00 E65 BT 2CAN+LIN
000000-4731085-00 А66 2CAN+2LIN
000000-4731075-00 B65 BT CAN+LIN

6 STARLINE CAR  
ALARM SYSTEMS WITH  
AUTOMATIC ENGINE START
These systems feature automatic engine start, a new 
impact-resistant key fob, protection from electronic 
hacking and a high level of jamming immunity.

000000-4731073-00 B95 BT CAN+LIN   
000000-4731074-00  D95 BT CAN+LIN 
000000-4731077-00 A96 2CAN+2LIN 
000000-4731078-00  E95 BT 2CAN+LIN 
000000-4731081-00 A93 2CAN+LIN
000000-4731082-00  E93
000000-4731083-00  A93
000000-4731084-00  A93 eco

7 STARLINE CAR ALARM SYSTEMS 
WITH AUTOMATIC ENGINE START 
AND SMARTPHONE CONTROL
Intelligent automatic engine start, impossible to scan 
dialogue control code and management via the iOS, Android 
and Windows Phone-based smartphone app.

000000-4731067-00  M96SL
000000-4731068-00  M96L
000000-4731069-00  M96M
000000-4731070-00 D95 BT CAN+LIN GSM-GPS
000000-4731071-00  A96 2CAN+2LIN GSM/GPS
000000-4731072-00  B95 BT CAN+LIN GSM-GPS
000000-4731076-00  E95 BT 2CAN+LIN GSM  
000000-4731080-00  A93 2CAN+LIN GSM eco slave
000000-4731079-00  А93 GSM 

8 STARLINE BEACONS  
AND TRACKERS
Beacons and trackers are designed for precise vehicle 
positioning on the map, speed and route monitoring.

000000-4731090-00  М66-M
000000-4731091-00  M66-S
000000-4731092-00  М15 eco GLONASS
000000-4731024-00  M17

9 STARLINE IMMOBILIZERS
StarLine digital immobilizers are designed to protect vehicles 
from theft. They are able to intelligently stop engines and 
identify owners using a tag.

000000-4731044-00 I95 IMMOBILIZER
000000-4731043-00 I95ECO IMMOBILIZER
000000-4731045-00 I95LUX IMMOBILIZER

6

8

SECURITY
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PARKING ASSISTANCE SYSTEM
 
Comfort while driving means not only high-speed and responsive steering, but also quick and convenient parking in a big city. 
The parking assistance system is a universal assistant which turns parking into a simple and convenient process. 

10

000000-4726009-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: BLACK)
000000-4726010-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726011-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: WHITE)
000000-4726012-00 (LED-INDICATOR, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: BLACK) 
000000-4726013-00  (LED-INDICATOR, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726014-00  (LED-INDICATOR, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: WHITE)
 
 

10

000000-4726015-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSORS, COLOR: BLACK)
000000-4726016-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSORS, COLOR: SILVER)   
000000-4726017-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSORS, COLOR: WHITE)
000000-4726018-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS, COLOR: BLACK) 
000000-4726019-00  (UAZ LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS, COLOR: SILVER) 
000000-4726020-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS, COLOR: WHITE)
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PARKING SENSORS 
WITH WIRES
Sensors help you gain complete control when navigating 
obstacles in front of and behind the car.

000000-4726021-00 (2.5 m, color: black)
000000-4726022-00 (7.5 m, color: black)

FRONT PARKING SENSORS
DEACTIVATION MODULE
000000-4726023-00

1211 BLIND SPOT  
MONITORING SYSTEM
The blind spot monitoring system gives you full 
information about traffic or other obstacles near the 
vehicle while driving.

000000-4726006-00

13

13

SECURITY
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FUEL TANK GUARD SHEET FOR  
UAZ PICKUP, 2016 OR LATER (1.5 MM)
The guard sheet protects fuel tank from external damage. The steel skid plate is 1.5 mm 
thick and has high impact resistance due to the protective fins on the perimeter.  

316300-4736035-00

14

15

14

15

UAZ PICKUP TRANSMISSION/TRANSFER  
GEARBOX GUARD SHEET  
The transmission and transfer gearbox guard sheet protects vital parts of the car.

316300-4736029-00



STEERING RODS 
GUARD SHEET
The skid plate is made of 3 mm thick sheet steel. Pressed 
and folded construction provides structural integrity and 
high impact resistance.

316300-4736018-00 

Critical parts of the vehicle demand solid protection, 
because collisions with obstacles are part of the very 
nature of the powerful UAZ Pickup. The transmission, 
transfer case, steering rods and fuel tank should all
be well protected. The protection of steering rods  
is necessary for their safety and proper operation when 
encountering rough terrain and obstacles. We offer two 
types of protection: steel pipe or sheet steel skid plates.

STEERING RODS  
GUARD PIPE
This protects the low-lying chassis from damage caused 
by collisions with debris on the road. This protection is 
constructed from steel pipes with a diameter of 42 mm.

316300-4736027-00

16

17

16

17

SECURITY
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Little things that at first glance might not 
seem important can sometimes truly make 
our lives more enjoyable.  Within the small 
space of an automobile, we get a rather 
acute sense of the importance of details: 
having a warm seat in cold weather and 
a cigarette lighter close at hand might certainly 
make your day brighter, don’t you agree?

COMFORT

A pickup with soul
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TIRE COMPRESSOR (10 АТМ)

If you have a tire compressor in your vehicle, it can come in handy in far more situations 
than just inflating a tire. There are tons of opportunities where it can solve domestic 
problems, be it hunting or fishing, at your country house or in your own backyard. This 
compressor is equipped with a permanently lubricated piston pump, air valves made  
of robust stainless steel and a precise two-dial pressure gauge. The DEFLATOR special relief 
valve is designed to adjust pressure, making this compressor even more comfortable to use. 
Compressor capacity: 40 liters per minute.  

000000-4726002-00

1 2

1 2

TIRE COMPRESSOR (7 АТМ)

Everyone who drives a car has run into a situation where it was vital to have a tire 
compressor right then and there. Sometimes it’s just impossible to visit a service station 
when you’re off on a long trip. The 7 ATM tire compressor can inflate a flat tire in no time.  
It plugs into the cigarette lighter and features a 15А fuse to protect the vehicle’s 
electronics. Plus, its bright integrated LED lamp can help you get out of even the stickiest 
road situation in the dead of night.  

000000-4726001-00



SOUVENIR SET  
(WORLD WAR II  
VICTORY SERIES)

An iconic vehicle deserves iconic 
accessories. The Victory series 
set is an ideal souvenir tribute to 
the victory in World War II.

World War II Victory series set includes a 
musette bag, martial cloak, axe, mess-tin 
and utensils. 

315100-4731820-00

3

3

COMFORT

49
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6

4 5

BATTERY BOOSTER (300А, 450А)
The mobile battery booster is an ideal solution able to start engines in any weather: this 
compact box contains enough power to start the engine of even the heaviest SUV.

000000-4726024-00 (300А)

000000-4726025-00 (450А)

6

GAS STRUT
Gas struts ensure easy hood opening, and hold it in the open position.

316300-8407108-40

UAZ PREMIUM DRIVER EMERGENCY KIT 
Includes a FAST first aid kit, OP-2 (3) fire extinguisher, a triangle hazard sign, towing cable 
(5 t, with hooks), a safety vest with reflectors, raincoat and work gloves

000000-4724012-00

4

5



COMFORT

MULTICONTROL TIMER
This programmable timer is located on the dashboard or 
console, controlled by a tilt-and-push knob and TFT-LCDs.  

000000-4732008-00

TT-EVO 4 KW HEATER
An engine preheater improves the safety, performance, 
comfort, economy, durability and environmental friendliness 
of the vehicle. It allows a significant reduction in fuel 
consumption, the overall load on the battery, engine wear 
and emissions. The interior of the vehicle is warm, the 
windows free from snow and ice, the windows are clear, and 
the windshield wipers do not freeze to the glass, thereby 
providing an unobstructed view during the entire trip.

000000-4732003-00 (diesel)
000000-4732002-00 (gasoline)

7

8

7

8
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Are you itching to get out on the open road? UAZ 
Pickups are specially designed to make road trips 
unforgettable!
The pleasures of fishing, picnicking or hunting 
directly depend on the capabilities of your vehicle. 
Here you will find everything you need to bring 
your plans to life and make even long journeys 
more comfortable and enjoyable.

OFF-ROAD OPERATION

We shape  
our own history
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WHEEL QUICK RELEASE HUBS KIT
The hub is designed for the quick connection/disconnection of wheels to/from the 
vehicle drive system. The hubs improve fuel efficiency and reduce the consumption  
of transmission oil and noise level, and prevent the front wheel drive components from 
wear when disconnected.

315120-2304400-02
315120-2304400-03 heavy-duty

1, 2

21

WHEEL RELEASE HUBS FLOW CHART

— when driving —  locking



SuperWinch Series  
TS 9 500/LP 8 500  
automotive electric winches*
This series is the optimal choice for those who need a simple 
and reliable winch at an affordable price. Winches are ideal for 
hunting trips, fishing or other outings. The TigerShark series 
has long been appreciated by US off-road fans: the winch 
has received multiple different prizes, including Rock Solid.

SuperWinch TS 9 500 WINCH*
000000-4723027-00

4SuperWinch LP 8 500 WINCH*

000000-4723025-00

3

3 4

OFF-ROAD

3800 kg

planetary

4.5 hp

541 х 160 х 218 mm

wire (3.7 m)

33.11 kg

7.9 х 27 mm/m

4300 kg

planetary

5.2 hp

529 х 160 х 234.5 mm

wire (3.6 m)

41 kg

8.3 х 28 mm/m

pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

вес

dimensions pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

weight

dimensions
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T-MAX series automotive electric winches
The T-MAX winch series means innovative design and impeccable workmanship. This series is in great demand  
in the United States, Australia, and Europe and is a must-have for off-road trips.

HEW — 8 500 X power 
WINCH*

000000-4723022-00

HEW — 12 500 X power  
WINCH*

000000-4723021-00

Portable ATWPRO 2 500  
WINCH with unit*

000000-4723056-00

660 CCA

5 6 7

5 6 7

3800 kg

planetary

5.6 hp

529 х 161 х 200 mm

wire (3.7 m)

36 kg

8 х 28.5 mm/m

5665  kg

planetary

6.6 hp

542 х 160 х 218 mm

3.7 m

38 kg

9.2 х 24 mm/m

automatic

planetary 548 х 158 х 260 mm

36 kg4.7 х 15 mm/m

pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

weight

dimensions pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

weight

dimensions

brake

gear

cable

dimensions

weight

recommended battery



Rysak series automotive electric winches
The ‘Rysak’ winch series from Avtospas is intended as a means of self-winching for light off-road vehicles weighing up to 3500 kg. The series provides a winch  
with a pulling force from 3800 to 5300 kg. The various models were developed to meet the demands of tow trucks and specialized vehicles manufacturers. 
The reliability of the winch has been proven by many years of use in the harshest conditions.

LPE38V  
‘Rysak’ WINCH*

000000-4723028-00

LPE45VI  
‘Rysak’ WINCH*

000000-4723029-00 

8 9

8 9

OFF-ROAD

4545  kg

3-speed  
planetary

5.1 hp

560 х 157.5 х 203 mm

wire

41 kg

9.2 х 26 mm/m

3800  kg

3-speed  
planetary

5.0 hp

548 х 158 х 260 mm

wire 

41 kg

8.1 х 29 mm/m

pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

weight

dimensions pulling force

gear

motor

control desk

cable

weight

dimensions
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4-INCH PULLEY BLOCK
A pulley block can increase the pulling force of the winch 
up to 8 000 kg. 

000000-4723009-00

CABLE GUIDE
This accessory is used for the hidden installation  
of a winch. Guide jaws protect the engine compartment.

000000-4723012-00

WINCH MOUNT KIT
The bracket is used for the hidden installation of winches 
on UAZ Pickups. Winches are a massive device requiring a 
robust bracket, which is why the bracket is made of high-
quality stainless steel.

316300-4723019-00 
(s9 000, x9, ts 9 500, lp 8 500, hew-8 500)
316300-4723020-00  
(lpe38v, ts 9 500, lp 8 500, hew-8 500)

TOW STRAP  
(6 CM x 9 M, 8 000)

Tow strap made of nylon with high elasticity can not only 
tow a vehicle without abrupt movements, which are almost 
inevitable in the case of shifting cables while towing, but 
also make it possible to remove a vehicle stuck in the mud 
without damage.

000000-4723041-00

10 12 14

15

13

10

11

11

13

12 14

15

WINCH GUIDE  
ROLLERS 8 500-12 500

000000-4723036-00

TREE CABLE  
(8 CM Х 3 M, 12 000 KG)

When using the winch, the sling enables you to pull and 
free the vehicle while protecting the tree from damage.

000000-4723042-00



DAMPENER 
Despite the fact that the cables and lines are very strong, 
precautions must be taken. Dampeners are a protective 
cape on the cable affixed to it before it is attached to 
the load. In case of a cable or sling rupture the dampener 
bears the brunt of the shock wave and significantly 
reduces the springback.

000000-4723010-00 (superwinch)
000000-4723011-00 (t-max)

SHACKLE
Used for fast connection or tying off the towing eye 
for any kind of cables.

000000-4723050-00 (medium  5/8 » 3.25 t)  
000000-4723051-00  (standard 4.75)

WIRELESS CONTROL
Suitable for any winch with a power supply of 12 V. 
Operates on the FM radio band.

000000-4723040-00

ACCESSORY KIT WITH  
ELASTIC CABLE (8 000 KG)
Complete kit of winch accessories includes a pulley, 
clevises, cable and bag.

000000-4723035-00

WINCH CIRCUIT  
BREAKER SWITCH
Prevents inadvertent starting of the winch.

000000-4723037-00

POWER EXTENSION
Extensions for moving the control switch remotely for the 
winch series.

000000-4723046-00 
remote panel connector LP 
000000-4723047-00  
remote panel connector Х-power 
000000-4723048-00  
remote panel connector Autospas

16

17

18 20

2119

16 18 20

17 19 21

OFF-ROAD
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SNORKEL* 
The snorkel is an exterior air intake, which will turn your 
vehicle into a powerful amphibious beast. The housing 
of the snorkel is made of flexible polyethylene and 
the fasteners are manufactured from stainless steel.

316300-4737004-00

22

22

23 SIDE RAILS
Side rails are used to protect the vehicle from contact 
with rocky surfaces or trees when driving in rough 
off-road conditions.

000000-4737031-00

23



SAND TRACK 120 CM  
(ALUMINUM)

Sand tracks are placed beneath the wheels of the vehicle in order  
to eliminate slipping. Aluminum sand tracks are 4 mm thick,  
providing rigidity. 

000000-4737030-00 

SAND TRACK 120 CM  
(COMPOSITE)

Composite sand tracks are made of fiberglass 
8 mm thick and have comparatively low weight.

000000-4737029-00  

24

24 25

25

OFF-ROAD
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ACCESSORIES KIT
(PULLEY, CLEVISES, CABLE, HOOK, GLOVES)
Complete kit of the necessary accessories for use with a winch.

000000-4723034-00

T-MAX OFF-ROAD HD JACK 120 CM
Off-road jacks are irreplaceable in off-road conditions: they allow you to lift a vehicle by 
the bumper, which is convenient if the vehicle is stuck in the mud up to the door edge and 
it is not possible to set a jack under the axles or chassis. Off-road jacks have a significant 
load capacity depending on the height.

000000-4723052-00

26

27

26

27



WHEEL LIFT KIT FOR OFF-ROAD JACK
These straps allow you to lift the car directly by the wheel, greatly reducing the range  
of movement of the lifting mechanism, which is necessary for an adequate and safe lifting 
height for the wheel.

000000-4723053-00

OFF-ROAD JACK FASTENERS
Fasteners allow you to store the jack in a convenient and easily accessible location,  
reliably protecting it from theft.

000000-4723017-00
000000-4723018-00 (fastener for tubular bars)

2928

28 29

OFF-ROAD
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‘TROPHY’
 ACCESSORIES KIT 

UAZ Trophy is a retrofitted version of the PICKUP family model that fears 
nothing and has the spirit of a true adventurer.
Before you take a trip, make sure you have everything you might need in 
an emergency. Be it driving over deserted expanses or struggling against 
the bitter cold...  The UAZ Trophy kit improves vehicle performance without 
changing its personality, and helps cope with even the most unforgiving 
weather.
UAZ Trophy is the ultimate vehicle for authentic off-road enthusiasts. The 
ultimate vehicle for special occasions. This kit is thought to the last detail and 
only includes items that are vital in extreme situations. The fuel tank guard, 
winch and snorkel are all things you’ll be happy to have at hand when out  
on an adventure. Miles driving through backwoods, rough terrain, razor sharp 
turns or dangerous uphills... Whatever stands in your way, you can rest assured 
that your vehicle won’t let you down. It’s designed to handle anything you can 
throw at it.

In harmony  
with nature

WINDOW DEFLECTORS SET
Protects the vehicle interior from dust, dirt and water

TUBE GUARDS WITH ADDITIONAL LIGHTINGМ
Protects the cabin from damage

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERSА
Protect the lower part of the vehicle from chips and defects

STEERING RODS GUARD PIPE
Protects key components of the vehicle from damage when driving  
over obstacles

TOW BAR
Designed to connect the vehicle to a trailer

HOOD DEFLECTOR
Protects the front surface of the vehicle

WINCH (ELECTRIC LP 8 500)
Designed for self-winching in difficult situations 

WINCH GUIDE ROLLERS 8 500-12 500
Designed for self-winching in difficult situations 

SNORKEL
Protects the engine from being inundated with water

‘DIAMOND’ ALLOY WHEEL R16
Complements the appearance of the vehicle and ensures safety

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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‘MILITARY’ 
 ACCESSORIES KIT

UAZ Military is the most outstanding embodiment of this famous pickup:  
a true conqueror and adventurer.
Military vehicles are known to feature highly specialized off-road capabilities. 
UAZ Military is unlike any other traditional vehicle. It is born to be a warrior 
that can overcome any adversity on the road without compromising 
functionality, all thanksto the functional accessories included in the kit. It’s 
hard to imagine any normal situation where you might need a steering rod 
guard or additional lighting, but you definitely won’t complain the next time 
you take a long trip through the forest. Military style motifs integrated into 
the body finish match up perfectly with both the wilds of nature and the 
concrete jungle of today’s cities. And in the forest they’ll help you better 
blend into the surroundings while also showing off your adventurous spirit  
in the city.
UAZ Military is a strong and spacious pickup perfectly suited to anyone who 
isn’t afraid of a challenge.

Embodiment 
of power

WINDOW DEFLECTORS SET
Protects the vehicle interior from dust, dirt and water

TUBE GUARDS WITH ADDITIONAL LIGHTING
Protects the cabin from damage

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS
Protect the lower part of the vehicle from chips and defects

STEERING RODS GUARD PIPE
Protects key components of the vehicle from damage when  
driving over obstacles

TOW BAR
Designed to connect the vehicle to a trailer

HOOD DEFLECTOR
Protects the front surface of the vehicle

WINCH (ELECTRIC LP 8 500)
Designed for self-winching in difficult situations

WINCH GUIDE ROLLERS 8 500-12 500
Restrict cable movements to within an acceptable range

SNORKEL
Protects the engine from being inundated with water

STAMPED WHEEL R16 (BLACK)
Complements the appearance of the vehicle and ensures safety

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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of a particular manufactured item. Differences between a specific manufactured item and its description on the website do not affect the functional quality 
of the product and do not constitute evidence of a defect in the products. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product.
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YOUR AUTHORIZED UAZ DEALERYou can buy original UAZ spare parts and accessories from an authorized  
dealer or in the official online store at parts.uaz.ru


